Your way to the Hanseatic City of Wipperfürth

From the northwest (Düsseldorf)

**Autobahn A3**
- Autobahn A3 as far as Kreuz Leverkusen, then onto the A1 towards Dortmund
- Autobahn A1 exit no. 96 Wermelskirchen, towards Wermelskirchen; then B51 left towards Remscheid
- In Bergisch Born turn right onto B237 towards Hückeswagen
- Drive straight on through Hückeswagen on the B237 to Wipperfürth
- Turn left at first traffic lights, then right at next traffic lights (still on B237)
- Turn right at next but one traffic lights and you have reached VOSS.

From the northeast (Dortmund)

**Autobahn A1**
- Autobahn A1 exit no. 95 Remscheid, on the B229 towards Lennep and Radevormwald
- At next large crossroads turn right onto B51 towards Bergisch Born
- In Bergisch Born turn left onto B237 towards Hückeswagen
- Drive straight on through Hückeswagen on the B237 to Wipperfürth
- Turn left at first traffic lights, then right at next traffic lights (still on B237)
- Turn right at the next but one traffic lights and you have reached VOSS.

From the southwest (Cologne)

**Autobahn A3**
- Autobahn A3 as far as Kreuz Köln Ost, then take the A4 towards Olpe
- Autobahn A4 exit no. 20 Moitzfeld; Wipperfürth signposted straight on
- Be careful! Numerous speed traps!
- Straight on in Spitze, not right
- Follow the B506 to Wipperfürth
- In Wipperfürth, turn left at the second traffic lights, then right at the next but one (B237 towards Kierspe)
- Turn right at next but one traffic lights and you have reached VOSS.

From the southeast (Frankfurt)

**Autobahn A45**
- Autobahn A45 as far as exit no. 16 Meinerzhagen
- B54 to the right towards Meinerzhagen, Kierspe
- Be careful! Numerous speed traps!
- Beyond Meinerzhagen, left at Kierspe onto the B237 towards Remscheid
- Follow the B237 (turn right at Ohl) to Wipperfürth
- Turn left at first traffic lights and you have reached VOSS.

(Coming from Frankfurt, in about the same length of time you can also take the A3 towards Cologne instead of the A45.)